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Database Explained:

• Nine Edinburgh Law Firms chosen for pilot.
• Ten Year intervals from 1800 to 2000 selected.
• Law Firm names, addresses and names of partners noted in database.
• Additional fields include: current photos of locations of the firm, maps, bibliographic sources and other interesting information found within sources which may be of relevance to future work.
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart and Macdonald
Address
10 York Place
Year
1889/1890

Partners
Morton, Charles, WS
Smart, John, SSC
Macdonald, James, SSC
Prosser, John SSC

Additional Information
Name change of firm.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton Fraser
The Morton Fraser Family Tree

Greig and Morton, esqrs., WS

Morton, Neilson and Smart, WS

Lockhart, Morton, Whitehead and Greig, WS

Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser, WS

Morton, Whitehead and Greig, WS

Morton, Smart and Macdonald, WS

Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser, WS

Fraser, Stodart and Ballingal, WS

Morton, Fraser and Milligan, WS

MORTON FRASER, LLP
Morton Fraser Locations

- A) Greig and Morton, esqrs., WS
- B) Lockhart, Morton, Whitehead and Greig, WS
- C) Morton, Whitehead and Greig, WS
- D) Morton, Neilson and Smart, WS; Morton, Smart and Macdonald, WS; Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser, WS
- E) Morton, Fraser and Milligan, WS
- F) Fraser, Stodart and Ballingal, WS
- G) Morton Fraser, LLP